Reviewing My SHAPE for Guest
Services Ministry
Name��������������������������������������������������
The best way to contact me is�������������������������������
My guest services team is�����������������������������������
My leader is���������������������������������������������

Understanding how God is using my SHAPE in this ministry role
nn The degree to which my Spiritual gifts are being utilized:
		
not
at all

still
confused,
but i think so

seeing
them used
somewhat

pleased
with use of
my gifts

great!
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nn The degree to which my Heart—my passion—is connected to
this ministry role:
		
not
at all

still
confused,
but i think so

seeing it
connected
somewhat

ministry
clearly
connected

great!
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nn The degree to which my Abilities are being used:
		
not
at all

still
confused,
but i think so

seeing
them used
somewhat

pleased
with use of
my abilities

great!
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nn The degree to which my Personality is being expressed:
		
not
at all

still
confused,
but i think so

expressing
it at times

expressing
it well

great!
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nn The degree to which my Experiences are having a positive influence:
		
not
at all

still
confused,
but i think so

seeing
them used
somewhat

pleased
with the value
they bring

great!
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nn Overall, I’d say that my SHAPE is being expressed in this ministry role:
		
not
at all

still
confused,
but i think so

seeing
it used
somewhat

pleased

great!
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If any of your answers was less than “Great!” please take a moment to
reflect on the following possibilities:
• I need to explore a different ministry area, one that better fits my SHAPE.
This is not about issues with ministry leadership or relationships.
• I need to find a different role within this ministry. I have passion for
this ministry and believe it’s the right area for me to serve in. Here’s
what else I’d love to explore within this ministry:
�����������������������������������������������������
• I believe other things besides SHAPE are affecting my attitude, my
sense of “being present,” my ability to “make their day,” and my level
of fun. Other things are preventing fulfillment (check any that apply):
qq My spiritual journey needs attention. I need to seek God personally
about my relationship with him.
qq My relationships with family or friends are interfering with my ability
to give what I want to this ministry right now.
qq Issues with work, school, or other time demands are pulling me
in directions that I’m not managing well in conjunction with
this ministry role.
qq I don’t feel I’ve connected with people on this team the way
I would like to.
qq Other:���������������������������������������������
Sign me up to serve in the upcoming year in the guest services ministry!
q Yes q No
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